Lean risk management philosophy
to reduce flight delays
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ELSIS SOLUTION: LEAN PHILOSOPHY COMBINED
WITH RISK FOCUS
With low margins, aviation industry players can really benefit from implementing
LEAN philosophy. Many aim to do that and look for small reductions of waste, however
some old habits are hard to change. One of the reasons is extreme focus on safety – for a
good reasons. Most employees are trained to not question, but always follow the process
to the minor detail. This is done to ensure that no safety procedure is missed. However, that
also means that some legacy processes that are left from the times back when airtravel was
rare and luxurious.
The way forward is to implement LEAN philosophy together with risk based
analysis. Any process can be analysed and changes simulated at the same time making
sure that risk profile does not increase. This helps to separate processes that are truly

Compliance
and risk
management
are not the
opposites of
LEAN – they
can go hand
in hand.

wasteful from those that may seem wasteful but instead help to improve safety. Our solution
automates this analysis by combining internal and external data with insights in the existing
processes and KPIs. The customers can get a visualised overview of the current status,
simulate changes and – once they are ready – let the system learn and autonomously
decide the best solution.
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LEAN DATA MANAGER ARCHITECTURE

Aviation
ecosystem
misses valuable
insights despite
creating
massive
amounts of
data.
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HOW ELSIS DECISION SUPPORT KIT CAN
HELP OTHER INDUSTRIES

ABOUT ELSIS

Process analysis, optimisation using LEAN risk management approach and potential
to autonomously manage it using internal and external data sources can be applied



beyond aviation industry and used in:
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and ha s o ver the pas t 26
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and intelligent engineering
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